Exam A
Exam will consist of three questions either easy, medium, hard, or perhaps
medium, medium, medium. The current practice exam is too long for an
hour.
(easy) To test human response to a sustained acceleration lasting of order
a second, you design a high speed rocket sled. Estimate how fast you would
make the sled go to reasonably test human response to acceleration. Estimate
the length of the runway required.
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(medium) A particle has an acceleration (in m/s2 ) which has the time
dependence shown on the graph below. The particle starts at the origin and
is initially moving to the left with a speed of 1.5 m/s
1. Find the velocity at t=5 s.
2. Find the position at t=5 s.
3. Make a graph of velocity vs. time.
4. Make a graph of position vs. time.
5. Describe the graphs in item 3. and 4. in words indicating in each
period of time wether the particle is speed up or slowing and wether it
is moving to the right or left.
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002
Find the acceleration of the sled when braking. Answer in units of m/s2 .
Time Dependent Acceleration 01
02:05, trigonometry, multiple choice, > 1 min,
wording-variable.
003
An acceleration (in m/s2 ) has the time dependence shown on the graph below. The
particle starts from rest (v0 = 0 m/s) at the
origin (x0 = 0 m).

Acceleration vs Time
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Rocket Powered Sleds
02:05, trigonometry, numeric, > 1 min, normal.
001
Rocket-powered sleds are been used to test the
responses of humans to acceleration. Starting from rest, one sled can reach a speed of
638 m/s in 2.67 s and can be brought to a stop
again in 2.63 s.
Find the acceleration of the sled while accelerating. Answer in units of m/s2 .
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Find the velocity at t = 5 s.
1. vt=5 = 1 m/s
2. vt=5 = −3 m/s
3. vt=5 = 6 m/s
4. vt=5 = 2 m/s
5. vt=5 = −6 m/s
6. vt=5 = −2 m/s
7. vt=5 = 7 m/s
8. vt=5 = −4 m/s
9. vt=5 = −8 m/s
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10. vt=5 = 4 m/s
004
Find the position at t = 5 s.
1. xt=5 = 17 m
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8. xt=5 = −9 m

Find the magnitude of the velocity ve
when the projectile hits the ground. Ans
in units of m/s.

9. xt=5 = −3.5 m
10. xt=5 = 8.5 m

010
Find the magnitude of the angle (with rep
to horizontal) the projectile makes when
pacting the ground. Answer in units of ◦ .

Cannon 08
04:06, trigonometry, numeric, > 1 min,
wording-variable.
011
005
Find the range “∆x” of the projectile. Ans
projectile
0.633 kg
shot from
in units
m. a
(medium/longAbut
easy) ofAmass
projectile
of ismass
0.633a kg is
shot of
from
cannon. The end of the cannon’s barrel is
cannon. The endatofheight
the cannon’s
is the
at height
the
6.4 m, as barrel
shown in
figure. 6.4
Them as shown inAtwood
Machine 11
figure. The initialinitial
velocity
of
the
projectile
is
8.1
m/s.
velocity of the projectile is 8.1 m/s .
05:12, trigonometry, numeric, > 1 m
The projectile
rises to a height
maximum
of
The projectile rises
to a maximum
of height
∆y above
the
end of the
wording-variable.
∆y above the end of the cannon’s barrel and
012
cannon’s barrel and strikes the ground a horizontal distance ∆x past the end
strikes the ground a horizontal distance ∆x
2 The pulley is massless and frictionless.
of the cannon’s barrel.
ofbarrel.
gravity is 9.8m/s .
past theThe
end acceleration
of the cannon’s
massless inextensible string is attached
The acceleration of gravity is 9.8 m/s2 .
these masses: 2 kg, 3 kg, and 8 kg.
/s
The acceleration of gravity is 9.8 m/s2 .
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6.4 m

20.1 cm
ω
T2
∆x
Determine the vertical component of the
initial velocity at the end of the cannon’s barrel, where the projectile begins its trajectory.
Answer in units of m/s.

T1

1. Determine the maximum height ∆y the projectile achieves after leaving
2 kg
the end of the cannon’s barrel.006
Answer in units of m.
2. Determine
height.

T3

3 kg
3.4 m

8 kg

Determine the maximum height ∆y the proWhat is the tension T1 in the string betw
jectile
achieves
afterfor
leaving
the end ofto
thereach its maximum
the time
it takes
the projectile
the block with mass 2 kg and the block w
cannon’s barrel. Answer in units of m.
mass 3 kg (on the left-hand side of the pulle

3. How long does it take the projectile to hit the ground?
4. Find the speed of the projectile when it hits the ground.
5. Find the angle (with respect to horizontal) the projectile makes when
hitting the ground
6. Find the range “∆x00 of the projectile.
7. Compare the final speed computed above to the typical speed of a
person running, a car driving, and a commercial airline.
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the block 2 kg? Answer in units of m/s .
Tipler PSE5 04 83
05:12, trigonometry, numeric, > 1 min, norHow far does the box slide?
mal.
014
v02
1. x =
A 20 kg block with a pulley attached slides
2 g sin θ
along a frictionless surface. It is connected
v02
(harder) A 20 by
kga block
with
a pulley
slides
frictionmassless
string
to a 4.9attached
kg block via
the along2. ax =
2 g the
(µ sin θ + cos θ)
less surface. It isarrangement
connected shown.
by a massless string to 4.9 kg block via
arrangement shown.The acceleration of gravity is 9.81 m/s2 .
v02
3. x =
g (sin θ − µ cos θ)
v02
20 kg
4. x =
2 g (µ sin θ − cos θ)
v02
5. x =
g (µ sin θ − 2 cos θ)
v02
4.9 kg
6. x =
2 g (µ cos θ + sin θ)
v02
7.
x
=
Find the horizontal distance the 20 kg block
g (µ sin θ + cos θ)
1. Find the acceleration of the 20 kg block.
moves when the 4.9 kg block descends a disv02
=
tance in
of 8.7
. The pulleys
are massless
2. Find the tension
thecm
connecting
string.
Answerand
in units8.ofx N.
2 g (µ cos θ − sin θ)
frictionless. Answer in units of cm.
3. Determine the force on the pin which maintains large wheel in place.
v02
9. x =
2 g µ cos θ
015
Find the acceleration of the 20 kg block. Anv02
10. x =
swer in units of m/s2 .
2 g (sin θ − µ cos θ)
016
Find the tension in the connecting string. Answer in units of N.
Friction Stops the Box 03
05:13, trigonometry, multiple choice, > 1 min,
fixed.
017
A box of mass m with an initial velocity of v0
slides down a plane, inclined at θ with respect
to the horizontal. The coefficient of kinetic
friction is µ. The box stops after sliding a
distance x.
4

θ

(medium version) A block of mass m slides with an initial velocity vo down
a plane, inclined at angle θ with respect to the horizontal. The coefficient of
kinetic friction is µ. Since the fricition is sufficiently large the block eventually
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3
comes to a stop.

ts of N.
m

013
magnitude of the acceleration of
g? Answer in units of m/s2 .
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µk

How far does the box slide?

θ

1. Determine the distance the block travels in terms of these variables and
the gravitational acceleration
g.
2

014
k with a pulley attached slides
onless surface. It is connected
string to a 4.9 kg block via the
shown.
ation of gravity is 9.81 m/s2 .

4.9 kg

rizontal distance the 20 kg block
he 4.9 kg block descends a dism . The pulleys are massless and
Answer in units of cm.

1. x =

v0
2 g sin θ

v02
2. x =
2 g (µ sin θ + cos θ)
v02
3. x =
g (sin θ − µ cos θ)
v02
4. x =
2 g (µ sin θ − cos θ)
v02
5. x =
g (µ sin θ − 2 cos θ)
v02
6. x =
2 g (µ cos θ + sin θ)
v02
7. x =
g (µ sin θ +5cos θ)
v02
8. x =
2 g (µ cos θ − sin θ)
v02
9. x =

(easy version) A block of mass m slides with an initial velocity vo down
a plane, inclined at angle θ with respect to the horizontal. The coefficient of
kinetic friction is µ. Since the fricition is sufficiently large the block eventually
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comes to a stop.

ts of N.

013
magnitude of the acceleration of
g? Answer in units of m/s2 .
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θ

How far does the box slide?

1. Draw a free body diagram for the block.

2. Determine the acceleration.
014
v02
1. x =
k with a pulley attached
slides the
2 g the
sin block
θ travels in terms of these variables and
3. Determine
distance
the gravitational acceleration g.
onless surface. It is connected
v02
2. x =
string to a 4.9 kg block via the
2 g (µ sin θ + cos θ)
shown.
v02
ation of gravity is 9.81 m/s2 .
3. x =
g (sin θ − µ cos θ)
v02
4. x =
2 g (µ sin θ − cos θ)
v02
5. x =
g (µ sin θ − 2 cos θ)
2
v
0
4.9 kg
6. x =
2 g (µ cos θ + sin θ)
v02
7. x =
rizontal distance the 20 kg block
g (µ sin θ +6cos θ)
he 4.9 kg block descends a disv02
8. x =
m . The pulleys are massless and
2 g (µ cos θ − sin θ)
Answer in units of cm.
v02
9. x =

(easy) An amusement park ride consists of a rotating circular platform of
radius 8.0m from which a child in a seart are suspended at the end of 2.5m
massles chains. The chains make an angle θ = 28.0o with the vertical. The
mass of the child + seat is 50kg.
1. Draw a free body diagram for the child+seat combo.
2. Find the speed of the child+seat combo.
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